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Disclosure Statement and Informed Consent
As a way of introducing myself to clients, I have prepared this brief statement of my
background, approach, and other information that is important for you to know. Please
read this carefully and feel free to ask me any questions regarding what you have read or
any other elements of our time together. I know this may seem rather formal and that it
covers a lot of information, but I believe it is very important for clients to have as much
information as possible so they can make informed decisions about their treatment. I
want to be sure that we are on the same page before we begin so that all is clear initially.

Professional Background
I am a Licensed Clinical Mental Health Counselor in North Carolina (NC-8254). I
graduated from Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary in 2010, where I earned my
Masters in Clinical Mental Health Counseling. My undergraduate work was completed
at North Carolina State University with a B.A. in Multidisciplinary Studies and a
concentration in “Religious, Social, and Psychological Aspects of the Family”. I have
completed additional training in narrative trauma care, suicide bereavment, and IFS.

Over the past 15+ years I have counseled numerous individuals and families of various
socioeconomic classes & cultures. Specifically, I have counseled women at the Women’s
Resource Center in a community non-profit setting; adolescents in private practice at
Counseling and Psychology Resources; various individuals & groups at Cornerstone
Counseling Center; and adolescents, couples, and families at Child & Family Therapy
Center & Solutions of Hickory. I served on staff as the Lead Counselor with Inheritance
of Hope, a non-profit that serves families with a parent who has a terminal illness and
young children, doing grief & loss therapy for children, teens, and couples. I worked at a



private school as a guidance counselor & currently contract out with a local charter
school for licensed counseling support for K-12 students.

I am the owner of Milk+Honey Counseling, seeing primarily women, children, teens,
college students, and couples and serving the Greater NC & Lake Norman Area:
Davidson, Cornelius, Mooresville, Troutman, Huntersville, Statesville, & Charlotte.
In addition, teletherapy is offered online due to Covid-19 on an as-needed basis.

Counseling Philosophy & Approach
My philosophy of counseling is that the positive progression of the client and counselor’s
relationship is built upon a trusting and respectful environment for both the counselor
and client. I believe that in order to create a safe place for a client to speak from their
heart, I must walk alongside the client through the ups and downs of normal life stages in
our time together with a non-judgmental, open-minded spirit. This enables the client to
have an opportunity to reveal the current state of their life with complete honesty. As the
client allows me to enter into the vulnerable places of his/her life, I am able to more
effectively help the client reach his or her goals in therapy. I believe that the client plays
an essential and active role in seeing change and transformation throughout the process.
There will be times when I ask a client to read an excerpt or do a journal entry outside of
our session to enhance the time we have between sessions and to maximize treatment.

My approach is holistic and multimodal, meaning I integrate various types of therapy
approaches according to the needs of each complex, unique client & system. I am a
trauma-informed therapist primarily utilizing Narrative, Internal Family Systems, and
Emotionally Focused therapies. I agree with the perspective that our thoughts influence
our actions and emotions and that through examining, honoring, and shifting some of
those thoughts, we are able to behave in ways that are more desirable to us. I integrate
Biblical truths with secular therapeutic approaches when appropriate. I believe that our
life circumstances, family history, and personal experiences greatly influence our views
of life and God, and I find a great need to discuss a client’s core beliefs on life in order to
better help each individual when applicable. However, I will never deliberately impose
my values and beliefs and will always respect your right to your own values and beliefs in
every situation discussed. I believe this time is for you as we enter this journey together.

Confidentiality and Limitations to Confidentiality
I place high value on the confidentiality of information clients share with me, and I will
make every effort to ensure that information about your case will be kept confidential.
You should, however, be aware that legal and ethical requirements specify certain
conditions in which it may be necessary for me to discuss information about your
treatments with other professionals. If you have any questions about these limitations,
please ask me about them before we begin treatment or at any time during our treatment.
Such situations include:



1. If I believe there is a danger that you may harm yourself or others or that you
are incapable of caring for yourself.
2. If I become aware of your involvement in abuse of children, elderly, or
disabled persons.
3. If I am ordered by a court to release your records. This sometimes happens
when clients are plaintiffs in lawsuits and psychological records are subpoenaed
as part of that process.

Dual Relationships
It is important for you to realize that our relationship is a professional one. Ethically, I
am discouraged from accepting an invitation to a social gathering, accepting gifts, or
relating to you other than in the professional context of our counseling contract unless
otherwise specified. You are welcome to address me in public briefly, but I will not
initiate in order to respect your privacy if we happen to cross paths around town, etc.

Fees, Services, Cancellation, & Duration of Sessions
As an LCMHC, a fee of $150/50min session will be collected for my counseling services.
You may pay by cash/credit card. At this time, I do not file with insurance. However, I
would be happy to provide you with a detailed receipt (known as a superbill) that you
may submit to your insurance company for reimbursement out of network. Once a
diagnosis is made, which is required for insurance companies to file your bill, it will
become part of your permanent record. A sliding scale is available as needed, in addition
to full time ministry rates as they apply. Please inquire about this option with our office.

If you must cancel an appointment, please do so at least 24 hours in advance of your
appointment time. After one no-show, you will be charged the full amount of the missed
session. My schedule tends to be rather full, and if clients do not cancel appointments
with sufficient time, that means others who could receive services are unable to. Also,
please arrive on time to ensure adequate time for our session. I look forward to our time.

Contacting Me
Due to the nature of my work, there will be many times when I am with clients and am
not immediately available by telephone. Please leave a message on my voicemail and
your number at (704) 489-3582 so I can return your call. If there is an emergency and I
cannot be reached, please contact your physician or the emergency room at your local
hospital. Email is best for scheduling appts: office@milkandhoneycounseling.com

Additional Issues
I appreciate the time you have taken to read this. If you have any questions or concerns
now or at any point during our time together, please feel free to let me know. If you are
dissatisfied with any aspect of our work please contact the North Carolina Board of
Licensed Clinical Mental Health Counselors directly at (336) 217-6007 or mail:
PO Box 77819 Greensboro, NC 27417.



Please sign below to indicate that you have read this disclosure thoroughly and have had
a chance to ask any questions. I am looking forward to our sacred, healing work together.

Sincerely,
Meredith McDaniel, MA, LCMHC

I have read and understand the contents of this disclosure statement and give my
informed consent to begin a counseling relationship with Meredith McDaniel.

Client’s Printed
Name_____________________________________________
Date:_______________

Client/Legal Guardian’s Signature: _____________________
Date:_______________

Counselor’s
Signature______________________________________________
Date:___________

Agreed upon fee per session $____


